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Provincial’s Speak

                 WHERE VISION MEETS MISSION

  Nature is quite remarkable. It's ability to rebound against the ravages 

and plundering of mankind- surprisingly, quickly and with very little 

help never ceases to astound me and give me continuing reason to 

believe that with vision, energy and enterprise we can navigate and 

explore life to make it meaningful. 

The summer vacation with its memorable events have showered on us a rejuvenating respite 

from the hustle and bustle of the Academic year 2018-2019. 

The Principals meet held at Bengaluru with theme 'Uniqueness: Pathway to excellence in 

Education' was awe-inspiring to chisel unique strategies for achieving success in the Personal 

and Professional life. It's time to aim at Professional and Personal best in all our Montfortian 

Institutions. Ethics can be preached, but is best understood only when demonstrated. Take firm 

and swift decisions to inculcate a sense of ethics or instill the DNA of the Montfortian values. No 

doubt, it's an uphill task. But faith can move mountains. 

The Class X and XII results of the Province have been incredible and speaks volumes on the 

dedication and commitment of the Brothers of the Province of Hyderabad. Continue to build a 

Robust Creative environment for your young learners, inviting inspiration and facilitating new 

projects to mould them into elegant human beings. 

In the journey of life waves of opportunities keep coming but whoever decides to make use of 

those waves by putting in their maximum efforts alone taste the fruits of victory. 

The First Vows of the Brothers at Yercaud, Final vows at St. Alphonsus' Nalgonda and the 

Renewal of Vows of the Brothers on 25th May,2019 at Montfort Bhavan, Ramanthapur is a 

treasured honour and celebrating asset of the Montfortian family. 

'Mere Seeds cannot become trees unless planted in the right soil'

I congratulate the Montfortian fraternity for strengthening the Montfortian Motto: 'God Alone', 

elevating Montfortian spirituality. 

Our journey has only begun. There are miles to go and experiences to enjoy before we sleep. 

I sign of welcoming the new Academic Year with a wish for all to stay blessed always!

                      Bro.Bala Showry

                    Provincial Superior 
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Montfort Bhavan, Hyderabad
Installation of the new Provincial Administration of Hyderabad 

Province-2019

Bro.Bala Showry, Provincial Superior Bro.Lawrence D’Souza, Provincial Councillor

Bro.C.A.James, Provincial Councillor Bro.Rayappa Reddy, Provincial Councillor

Bro.Show Reddy, Provincial Councillor Bro.Jose Emmanuel, Provincial Councillor
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Feast Celebration of St. Montfort on 28th April 2019 at Montfort 

Bhavan, Hyderabad
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VOWS RENEWAL PROGRAM FOR BROTHERS OF HYDERABAD PROVINCE AT OUR 

LADY OF LOURDES CHURCH, CHURCH COLONY, HYDERABAD ON 5th MAY, 2019
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Procession from
Montfort Bhavan to

Our Lady Of Lourdes 

Church, 
Church Colony
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Welcome message  given by 
Bro.Bala Showry, Provincial 

Superior  at Our Lady Of 
Lourdes Church, Church 

Colony
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Pilgrim to Holy Land (Eluru), Nirmalagiri, Godavari Matha Church, Nuzvid Church and 

Gunadala Church with MAM Members accompanied by Bro.Lourdu Mar Reddy and Brothers 

(from 5-6 May 2019)

Gunadala Church

Holy Land Eluru
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First vows at Yercaud
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Final vows at St. Alphonsus High School, Nalgonda
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Special thanks to 

Brothers and staff 

of St. Alphonsus 

High School, 

Nalgonda
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Montfort School, Ballarsha (MS)

The year winded up with good note with staff meeting evaluating and preparation for next year to do 

better. Then called it a day with a sumptuous Pot Lunch by the teachers with over 30 items.

This year's result was better than last year

Total number of students appeared  155

Highest percentage 97%  Mast.Harsh Pampattiwar

Above         90   --------  14

Above         80   --------  46

Above         70  ---------  41

Above         60  ---------  28

Below         50   --------- 26

It was a proud moment for all of us; 

our students, teachers and parents 

etc. On record the credit goes to all 

our institutions. We have brought 

our Montfortian charism to a higher 

degree of education along with our 

wonderful services in various fields

Once again let's thank the Lord 

Almighty for blessing all of us and 

c o n g r a t u l a t i o n s  t o  a l l  o u r  

institutions for securing good result 

and making all of us proud for our 

hard work.

Let this winning note may continue to move 

further steps to achieve higher goals. Confidence 

and hard work is the best medicine to kill the 

disease called will make you successful  failure. it 

person .If so failure will never overtake you if 

your determination to succeed is strong enough.

Montfort School Ballarsha
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Bro.M.A.Antony
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V.S. ST. JOHN'S HR. SEC. SCHOOL, GANNAVARAM

Life is not a 100-meter Dash

It's a 110 meter hurdle race!

Growth is your willingness to give up 

'Who you are' to 'What you can be'

V.S. St. John's has won the Golden Marathon with the mind-blowing 50 Golden Spotlights. 50 

eventful years have passed by, Crowned with Accolades and Achievements. Generations of Young 

Stalwarts have walked through these Splendorous Portals of V.S. St. John's  to reach beyond the skies.

The Golden legacy of V.S. St. John's is the Soulful Legacy of the Prominent Personalities: The Elite of 

Gannavaram, Montfort Brothers, Sisters, Teachers and Support Staff, who invested their time and 

energy to build this Golden Magnificent Educational Mansion.
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To make the Golden Jubilee Celebrations a 

momentous one, the Golden Jubilee 

Committee  Consisting of the Alumni 

Representatives, OSA Cabinet, Senior 

Teaching Faculty, came together several 

times to plan and execute the Golden 

Spotlights.

All the Golden Spotlights were intense and immersing, requiring a full-time commitment, resilience 

and passion for building a New Golden V.S.St. John's with ever new Educational avenues, to Salute 

our Alma Mater with tons of Gratitude and Reverence for the rich gifts of life bestowed on each one of 

the St. Johnians.

A Road Map, for 5 major Golden Constructions apart from the 50 Golden Spot lights in honour of the 

Golden Jubilee of V.S. St. John's was created.

(I) The Golden Gateway

(ii) The Golden Heritage Park with 13,000 names of St. Johnians, the first of  its kind in the 

 world.

(iii) The V.S. St. John's Senior Secondary Block with the vision to transform  V.S. St. John's 

 into a 'Deemed University'.

(iv) St. John's Life Line

(v) The Golden Cafeteria 

The 50 Golden events of the Academic year 2018-19 opened a galaxy of opportunities to explore 
the unsurveyed Golden Reserves.
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Golden Jubilee Get-together 
with the Alumni were held on 

th11  March 2018 organised by 
Mr. Bala Krishna of 1977 Batch, 

th
in Bengaluru,25  March 2018, 
in Hyderabad organized by Mr. 

th
Vasu Dev of 1978 Batch, 5  May 

th
2018, in New Jersey, US, 13  
May, 2018, in Houston, US 
organized by Mr. Kiran and 
other Alumni of V.S. St. John's, 

t h t h
and on the 7  and 8  
September, 2018 in Vizag 
organized by Mr. J. Srikanth of 
1987 Batch. 

The family members of the 
Pioneers of V.S. St. John's and 
the Parents of the Alumni were honoured with the Ceremonial Golden Tribute.  

 

'Tomorrow's Global leaders are born and brought up 
in todays Classrooms'.

The Golden Enthronement on 28 July, 2018 flagged off to a great start of the Academic Year 2018-19, 
when a host of young leaders took the Oath of office to exhibit their Calibre. For the first time in the 
History of V.S. St. John's all the Students of Class X were honoured  with Leadership Badges, 
acknowledging that every one of them was a Leader.
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The V.S. St. John's Golden Quiz and the 27  Sri Harsha Memorial Quiz Competition was held on 14  
July, 2018 in which 22 Schools participated from Vijayawada and Gannavaram. The Winners were 
awarded ash Prizes.

Golden Jubilee is the season to get glitter happy. The Alumni of 2008 Batch spruced up the 
surroundings with a festivity of glamour and shine to organize the Golden Jubilee Cultural Bonanza 
on 25 August, 2018.22 Schools from A.P, Telangana and Maharashtra participated in the Cultural 

Bonanza. Highly Competitive Panel of Judges 
assessed the events and the winners were 
awarded Cash Prizes.

thOn the occasion of V.S. St. John's Day on 29  
August, 2018, The 'Golden Charity Cuisine' was 
organized and delicious food was served to more 
than 50,000 unprivileged in India and in other 
Countries of the World, like Kenya, Tanzania, 
Ruanda  , Uganda 
a n d  B a r u n d i  
through the St. 
John's Life Line. 
Every Student of 
V.S. St. John's Past 
a n d  P r e s e n t ,  
Brothers of the 
Montfortian family 
i n  I n d i a  a n d  
Abroad actively 
participated in the 
Charity Cuisine, walking an extra mile to feed the hungry with 
love.  An Elegant Golden feel of togetherness robbed the 
senses when the Alumni of V.S. St. John's assembled at the 

thWaltair Club on 7  September, 2018 to reminiscence their 
thnostalgic moments of School life. On 8  September, 2018, the 

Cascading Golden Eloquencein Essay writing, Elocution, 
Debate, Narration and Recitation in English and Telugu was 
organized by Mr. Gundu Gowtham, Alumnus of 2000 Batch 
and Mr. Jasti Sri Kanth, Director, Sun International, Vizag, 
Alumnus of V.S. St. John's.
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thThe 2000 Batch of V.S. St. John's organized the 'Golden Cultural Kala Tarang' on 10  November, 2018. 
Around 15 Schools from A.P participated in Group Singing, Mime, Solo Dance, Talent Hunt, Mono 
Action, Treasure Hunt, Egg Decoration and Rangoli on the mind blowing theme 'Incredible India'. 
Smt. Chowdeswari Devi, Alumnus of V.S. St. John's and Popular Actress of Telugu Serials was the 
Chief Guest. The Winners were awarded cash prizes.

th'Sharing a meal strengthens the bond of Relationship'. The Delicious Lunch on the 5  January, 2019, 
for 5000 Students, Brothers and Teachers, Past and Present, Alumni, Well-Wishers was sponsored by 

th
1994 Silver Batch of Alumni of V.S. St. John's and the Mega Evenings Delicious Dinner on 5  January, 
2019, was sponsored by Mr. Mukkamala Surendra, 1974 Andhra Matriculation Batch of  V.S. St. 
John's. 

We applaud the noble golden gesture of the 1979 & 1980 Batches who sponsored the 24 Carat Gold 

Medals for the entire teaching faculty and support staff of V.S. St. John's.

There is much to be accomplished, much to be lived in every place and in every moment. 

“Where there is vision, Life Blossoms.”

The Golden Vision of V.S. St. John's for 2030 is a 

'Deemed University' towering at V.S. St. John's with 

an unbelievable magnitude of Students flowing into 

this Institution as torch bearers of 'Love and Service' 

into the Centennial year. 

Education at V.S. St. John's is never stagnant. It is like a 
river, flowing happily, going round rocks, passing 
through crevices, making way, where there is none to 
keep progressing in life.
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St. John's once again broke the Historical record in the AISSE March 2019. The 2018-2019 batch of 

class X has secured 100% result. It's indeed a Giant leap, a Historic step–in, that St. John's has ever 

achieved and we have made a spectacular sweep, topping all the schools of A.P. Ms. N. Krishna Hasa 

has topped the AISSE with a total of 487/500 - State Level 5th rank & District Level 4th rank. The 

highest total ever in the history of St. John's.

St. John's is consistently the best. 

'Destinies of nations are intricately linked to their Educational Institutions.' St. John's is an 

Educational techno- paradise, with its tremendous capability, working diligently to cross the 

Golden mile stones.

We are at the helm of creating New Golden ventures and New 'St. Johnians'.

God Bless Us All !
Bro.Bala Showry
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Montfort Hr. Sec. School, Garratola
M.P. Board Result - 2019

Class - XII Result - Science Group

Total students - 41
1.  Above 75% (Dist.)  = 08 Students

st2.  1  Division   = 24 Students
nd3.  2  Division   = 06 Students

4.  Supply   = 03 Students
5.  Failed   =  Nil
Class result %   = 97%

Class - XII Result

Total students - 55
1.  Above 75% (Dist.)  = 21 Students

st2.  1  Division   = 15 Students
nd3.  2  Division   = 09 Students

4.  Supply   = 06 Students
5.  Failed   = 04 Students
Class result %   = 81%

Bro.David Indwar
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MONTFORT HIGH SCHOOL, S. GOPALAPURAM  

       Greetings from Montfort school s. Gopalapuram indeed happy to join you in another 
edition of outlook.
Annual day:

                    One of the most anxiously awaited day in any school is the Annual day. It is an occasion of 
th

celebration, felicitation, feast and festivity. The annual day was celebrated on 9  Feb. 2019. The chief 
guest of the day was Bro. KM Joseph the provincial superior of Hyderabad province. The guests of 
honor were G. Ramohan Rao DEO, Mr. Subramanyam MEO, and Mrs. Bhavani Shankar deputy 
director (representative of ITDA cheethambetta). The chief guest threw light on many aspects of the 
programme and congratulated the school Management and Staff in his address. Colorful dances by 
the students filled the hearts of our guests and others with pride and happiness. 
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Kaladharshini 
programme:

As every year we 
send our students to 
K a l a d h a r s h i n i  
( A n d h r a  L o yo l a  
College) to learn 
music, dance, vocal 
etc. this year as well 

thon 30  of April we 
have sent 15 of our 
students for training 
along with 2 of our 
staff. After the one 
month of training 
they will be back on 

st
1  of June.

SSC Results : 

 The students have done extremely 
t h

we l l  i n  t h e  S S C  1 0  b o a r d  
examination. Master Santhosh and 
kumari Padma had secured 9.2 each 
and 4 of them have secured 9 points.

Transfers: 
            This year our community witnessed two transfers of 
Bro. James and Bro. Valan. We thank them for their selfless 
services rendered here. Bro. Paul Raj and Bro. Anil will join us 
for this academic year to carry out God's works. Sr. Latha and 
Sr. Veni are also transferred to another place. Sr. Mary Marshal 
and Sr. Jaya will replace them. 

                      Bro.V alan 

Bro.C.A.James
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CGPA 10 In class 10  is like a dream come true. Every student aims at achieving a CGPA 10 but a very 

few succeed. I, Seelam Avanthikaam blessed to be one among the few. All this wouldn't have been 

possible without my teachers' guidance and motivation. They have encouraged me throughout my 

journey from day one in boosting up my confidence. 

They helped me to plan smartly and made the subjects friendly. The revision cycles were the best way 
to practice which  every student requires just before the exams as they help us in 
recognizing our mistakes so as to avoid them in the boards. The discussions 
which the teachers held while distributing the papers were of utmost 
importance, as they stated and corrected our mistakes to avoid the possibility of 
committing them in the finals.  They also taught us the importance of time 
management, neatness and clarity of our handwriting, etc.  The one to one 
interactions between the teachers and students were very useful. All this has 
eventually raised  the level of confidence in me to work hard and achieve my 
goal.

Last but not the least, I  would like to thank my parents and friends for 
supporting me.

MY JOURNEY OF THE MOST INTEGRAL PART OF MY LIFE

The school plays an important role in helping children learn to interact positively with everyone and 
so happened with me. Growing up I've heard adults saying , “ High school was the best three years of 
their school life.” And to really make it the best , we have to find a balance between the cocurricular 
activities and maintaining a good academic standing. Here comes the most important part of our 
lives where we get to learn to master our skills. At this point of life , we become mature enough to 
recognize our interests , our passion and in the process everything else we need to know about 
ourselves.

There are numerous events that make school life the best phase in one's life. The best part about my 
school life was when I was made School's Cultural Secretary. It was all because the Principal and my 
teachers had faith in me that I would always do the right for my school. This boosted my confidence 
to be the best. They always supported me in every task I did and praised me sincerely. This helped me 
recognize my interests.

At this zenith of twelve years of schooling I realize that my institution , the Principal , the teachers and 
my parents have been very encouraging and supportive throughout this journey and through this I 
received the motivation to achieve a good grade. Saying goodbye to my second home I deeply cherish 
the energy , the joys , the sporting events , the cocurricular activities , the responsibilities , the 
happiness and every moment spent in this temple of learning which is just out of this world. I whole 
heartedly thank my Principal , my teachers , my parents and all my well-wishers through whom I got 
the motivation to look forward to achieve my target for doing my best in the years to come and to 
succeed in life.

- Priya Jain 
th

   10  B

Seelam Avanthikaam
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WHAT DID I DO TO GET 10 GPA IN MY BOARDS

Scoring 10 GPA in my boards was my childhood dream. I always wanted to see my photo on the banner which is 

opposite to the main gate. Scoring 10 GPA hasn't been easy. especially for me because I did not have any tuition or 

coaching or any other help, on top of that I was into the school cabinet. So double effort had to go in my studies.

When in school I always had to do some work as it was my responsibility. I missed many classes because of that. 

After returning from school my day went into completing incomplete works, bulletin board work, homework etc 

but, I had to do something to manage my time. As time passed, there wasn't much work and I could pull it off quite 

easily.

There is a lot of time going into reflections and project preparation. Time management is the key to success. One 

major aspect is that, I had no pressure at home about studies. I was always free to study whenever I felt like. I myself 

wanted to get 10 GPA, it wasn't my family's pressure. I was away from all distraction and was focusing on my 

studies.

I solved the question papers of other districts during preparation holidays. Revision cycles were extremely helpful. 

I thank this system of revision cycles a lot. Writing a 40 marks paper in 2 - 3 lessons helped me understand the 

questions that could be asked. I studied those 2 – 3 lessons thoroughly. It was very, very helpful.

I consider myself to be really lucky to have such  supportive teachers and parents. The internet if properly used, is a 

blessing for our studies. Sites like YouTube, Byjus and Khan Academy the videos lectures are extremely good and 

the topics are easy to understand. I made the full use of the internet to understand some topics as I missed about 50 % 

and the other 50 % was incomplete because I had missed the previous classes.

I think studying on my own helped me a lot. I understood my subject thoroughly. I put more effort in Telugu as it 

was “easy to lose A1” subject. According to me reading the lessons thoroughly is the ultimate way to get 10 GPA. 

During exams I made sure I was happy and tension free. This helped me study peacefully. I took a break every 2 

hours watched some of my favourite YouTube videos etc. I did it in a limit. I enjoyed studying every subject. I always 

write down some important question and answers to check how much I know. I think my writing habit made 

remembering things an easy task. I drew each and every diagram in Science for practice, practiced each and every 

place on the map, Read each and every word of the subject textbooks.

Revision cycles helped a lot I can't stress enough over how important they were for my studies. Preparation 

holidays are the golden days. So much could be done in those days.

I made a few mistakes too, like not studying regularly but even then covered the all syllabus. I talked to all the 

people who scored 10 GPA in 2018 boards from our school and took tips on how to study and what to study. I paid a 

lot of attention when teachers said, “this is important” or “this is how you write the exam”.  Learning from my 

mistakes and asking doubts was also quite beneficial. Solving previous years question papers was very helpful. 

While writing the exam, presence of mind is very important.

The whole year I had a lot of fun. I participated in inter house literary and cultural events, 

trained for group events, did all the bulletin board work went to interschool competitions 

and did all my work. Getting into the Cabinet in class 10 helped me in becoming stronger 

and learning time management.

I went to movies, watched TV, YouTube, did art and crafts, yet it did not disturb my 

studies. I consider a stress-free environment, a passion for getting 10 GPA and my hard 

work the most important components to my success. It is not easy but not very hard. 

Giving my heart and soul to studies made all the difference and now, when I look at my 

result there is nothing but a strong sense SATISFACTION! I thank every person who 

helped me and supported me, including my friends, family and teachers…………………..

E. Roma Reddy
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MY JOURNEY IN THE FINAL GRADE OF MY SCHOOLING

 
' Success is not a destination ,  it is a journey'.
 

Our  X class studies started way ahead of other classes as the teachers wanted to acquaint us with 

the new syllabus  and  prepare us with a couple of lessons before the schools could close for the 

summer vacations. We were given project work to prepare for the First FA in the holidays.

 

As I have always topped in my class right from class I, I started feeling that I should do my best 

in the final  year of my schooling.

 

When the school re-opened, our teachers briefed us that they would complete the syllabus by 

December and then we would have to appear for the  Revision Cycles. So we all geared up and I 

prepared a regular and regimental plan for securing the perfect score of 10 Point GPA.

 

 

My parents supported me at home and my Principal and teachers guided me at school. As it was 

the final year  of school, I participated in all the Literary activities to the best of  my ability. As a  

House Captain of my class, I had additional responsibilities to  discharge.

 

The most unforgettable moment of my X grade was our class picnic. That day I enjoyed myself to 

my hearts content  with my friends  and teachers.

 

We all did our best for the internal assessment marks and I scored full marks with my planned 

study  habits. Our revision cycle started in December and got over by early March.

 

These exams and tests prepared us for our boards and we faced the SSC Examinations confidently. 

St. Paul's helped me achieving 10 point GPA  and  with this renewed 

confidence I am all set to embark on the new journey of my life.

 

I owe my success in school to my parents, my Brother Principal and my 

teachers. So, I shall continue to  work hard and keep the flag of SPHS flying 

high!

 

'Life is like a flute . It may have many holes and emptiness but if we work on it 

carefully we  can produce magical melodies.'

 

         

                                                                                                                                          

     A. Aaryan Kumar
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SCHOOL   DAYS

I,  Kanakanpuri  Nishitha ,  a proud  student  of  St. Paul's  High  School  from  class  10  -  I wish to 

share the memories of the best  part  of  my  life  that  is  -  SCHOOL  LIFE.

Like  most  of you,  I too remember the first  day  at  my school  .  I  was  excited  and  was  also proud 

that  I  didn't cry  when  my Dad left  me at  school.

The teachers in  our  school  are the  precious gems, who  are  like  the pillars  for  the establishment 

of  our  school's  high  standards.  Our  teachers not  only  care about  us  but love  us  like  our  

mothers.  They  were  ready  to help us  at  any time. I am  sure that  they will always be  remembered  

by  us/

Here  come  the source  of  entertainment  who  were  and  are always  with  us  friends.  Not  only  

me  but  everyone is  going  to  miss their  friends.  I was   lucky  enough  to  find  good  friends  who  

were  always  with me   in the  up's  and   down's.  The  way  we  laughed together,  the   jokes we  

cracked will always  be  evergreen  and  fresh in  my  mind.

 I feel that  I  am  lucky  because  I  completed  my  schooling  in   such  a   good  school.  My  school  

life  was   like  a  roller  coaster side  with  all the ups  and  downs . It's  next  to  impossible  to  define  

the  complete  experience  in  words.  I  didn't  think  that  12  years  would  pass this  fast.

We,  the batch  of  2018   - 19  now  stand  as  confident   students  who  are  ready  to  start a new 

phase  in  the  journey  of  life  and  success.  I am sure  that  all  the moments  and  memories  we  

spent here  will never   fade  away even  when  we  grow  old.

I  would  like  to thank every person  who made  my journey  even  more  colourful  with  their  

involvement.  I am  really very  sad  that  I  have  to wave  good  - bye to my  school.

These days  are  really  going  to  be  missed by  all and I  now  that  no  price can  bring  back  those  

days. At  last,  I  will  always  be  a  proud  PAULIAN.

          

             

KANAKANAPURI  NISHSITHA

Bro.Rayappa Reddy
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BOYS TOWN
Greetings from Boys Town!!

thThe School was closed for the Summer Holidays after the Annual Results from 13  April 2019.

thSummer Coaching Camp : A Summer Coaching Camp was Organized in Sports and Games from 5  
th

April to 5  May 2019.

More than 200 students took part in the following disciplines :

1. Cricket   2. Basketball,  3. Football,  4. Volleyball,  5. Skating and Self Defense. 

At the end of the Camp Certificate were Awarded to the Students.

X Class Results : This Academic Year 258 Students appeared for the SSC Examination.  Out of 258, 

257 students passed successfully.  For the past 20 years this result is one of the best. The total 

percentage of pass is 99.6 percent.  The Toppers are the following students  
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The Management appreciates all the teachers for their hard work and dedication in bringing out 

this great results.  It's a matter of pride and joy for all the stake holders.

MONTFORT SCHOOL, CBSE

The good news is that we recently received a  communication from the CBSE Board about the 

constitution of inspection team for the provisional application.  The new building work is in 

progress.  Hope fully by end of June 2019 the building work might get over.  As soon as the building 

work gets completed the classes will be shifted to the new building and Blessing Inauguration of 

the building will be planned. We request you all to pray for the success of the inspection of the CBSE 

School.  

NEW ACADEMIC YEAR 2019 - 2020

thBefore the starting of the New Academic Year all the staff members will have a Seminar on June 8  
th, th& 10  2019 to refresh themselves.  The school will be re-opened on 12  June 2019.  Looking forward 

for good rains to cool the climate and make environment congenial for the staff and students to go 

ahead with the new academic year.

Rev. Bro. Show Reddy
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MONTFORT HIGH SCHOOL – KHAMMAM

Dear readers Greetings from Montfort High school, Khammam.

X CLASS RESULT

The Montfort high school, Khammam got 100% result in English medium. It is time to thank all 
staff and students for the tireless work they have put in.

OUTGOING BROTHERS

At the outset I take this opportunity to thank Rev.Bro.Prem and Bro. Pradeep for rendering selfless 
service to this great institution of Montfort High school, Khammam.

INCOMING BROTHERS

The Montfort school happy to 
welcome Rev.Bro.Thomas 
Madanu and Bro.Barthalome 
Pasala to  this community.

TELANGANA FORMATION 
DAY

nd
On 2  June we celebrated 
Telangana Formation day. By 
remembering all the leaders 
who sacrificed their lives for 
the state.

All the best Brothers. Be positive

“Your positive action combined with positive thinking results in success”.

See you in  Next Outlook. Bro.Prem Kumar
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S T. J O S E P H ' S  H I G H  S C H O O L ,  R U D R A M P U R

Fraternal greetings to all the readers of the Hyderabad outlook from St.Joseph's High 

school, Rudrampur. We feel immensely happy to share the news from our Institution.

The academic year 2018-19 turned to be a fruitful year under the guidance of Brothers, Bro Edward 
th

Raj & Bro Thomas Madanu. On 15  March we celebrated the Birthday of our beloved Bro Edward 

Raj. It was a day of brilliance with colourful festoons.  A grand programme was conducted and all 

the children and staff expressed their love and affection through different events like presenting 

bouquets and gifts, cake cutting, songs and dances. Really that day turned to be a joyful one.  We 
th

focused our attention towards the teaching till April 12 .  

The SSC results were satisfactory.  We tried our level best to get through, though it was a challenge 

placed before us.  Many of the students came in flying colours with their sheer hard work.  

Master J. Jaya Prakash & Master SK. Shahid Aleem stood school first with 10 GPA, Master D 

Upender stood second with  9.8 GPA and K Akash Goud, A Devi, B Surya Sumedh, K Trishali stood 

third with 9.7  GPA and brought laurels to our Institution. 35 students secured A2 grade. 
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Other classes LKG to Class IX were conducted with SA-II exams all the students are performed 

well & produced good result. 

The Community is blessed with new member Bro. Prem Kumar, Bro. Raja Shekar & Bro. Pradeep in 

the place of Bro. Edward Raj & Bro. Thomas Madanu. 

At the outset of the new academic year we wish you all a bright and prosperous year ahead.  May 

God bless us in all our endeavors.

Good bye till the next issue. Bro.Thomas Madanu
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Montfort School Kusumkot, Khurd

Montfort School Kusumkot has located in the far land yet nothing is possible to achieve 
great things. Though we got result very late but we have succeeded to stand up by getting 
second in the district, highest in the Melghat region and remained only Montfort School got 
100% in the whole of region. Out of appeared 46 students 36 of them received Distinction, 6 
Fist class, 4 Second class. We Brothers wish and appreciate the students, parents and all the 
teachers for brining the success to the school and making Montfort great by life of prayer, 
discipline, Character by achieving highest in the educational filed.          

   

Let the sprite of the Montfort continue to remain with the Montfort School Kusumkot and 
Mary our mother continue to intercede her son for the growth of the institution.    

th
Students Achievement  in 10  class 2018-19

Distinction  36 
st1  Division 06
nd2  Division  04

Marks obtained between       90 to 100    

Math    21

Science  13 

Social Science 16

Marathi   01

Hindi   01 

Vaishnavi M. Malviya             Math – 100  

Kiran Dhakane           Social Science – 99 

Sanghamitra Virghat              Math – 99 

Vaishnavi D. Malviya   Math – 99

Abhishek Gupta    Math – 99

Bro.Balla Joseph
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Montfort Sr. Sec. School, Nagpur

100% pass percentage in AISSCE Class XII at

Montfort Sr. Sec. School, Nagpur

All the students who appeared for AISSCE, Class XII exam succeeded in passing all the subjects and 

Montfort School has achieved 100% pass percentage. Mast.KalashChandkapure is the school topper with 

476 marks, got 95.2%, JanviKodmalwar 89.8%, Nikita Choudhary 88.8%, Evan Joseph 87.4%, 

AkshatKaimal 87.2%, YashKhandekar 86.6%.

100% pass percentage in 

AISSE Class X at

Montfort Sr. Sec. School, 

Nagpur

Montfort school, Nagpur 

c o n s i s t e n t l y  h a s  b e e n  

successful in giving 100% 

AISSE Result. Master Rajas 

Chavhan and Ms. Aditi 

Dhenge are the school toppers 

with 97.6% (488 marks). Ms. 

Aditi Dhenge got 100 marks 

in both Science and Maths. 

Ms. SaeeMohadikar and Ms. 

SharayuChakole  scored 

9 7 . 4 % ,  M s .  

R u d r a n i M o h a d i k a r  g o t  

97.2%. Students who scored 

100% marks in Maths are 

K i n j a l  T i w a r i ,  

RudraniMohadikar, Aditi 

D h e n g e ,  i n  H i n d i ,  

SharayuChakole, in science, 

A d i t i  D h e n g e  a n d  

DewyaniDeshmukh. 317 

students appeared for AISSE 

E x a m i n a t i o n  2 0 1 9 ,  1 1 0  

students scored 90% and 

above, 54 students scored 85-

90%, 32 students scored 80-

85%, 45 students scored 75-

80%, 50 students scored 65-

75% and 26 students scored 

below 65%.

The Management, Principal 

and staff members appreciate 

the efforts of parents and 

congratulate all the toppers 

and successful students.
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Bro.Shine Alex
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ST. THOMAS HIGH SCHOOL, NUZVID

Annual Day Celebrations:

nd 2  February was unforgettable and memorable day to St. Thomas family as we had Annual Day 
Celebrations with zeal and enthusiasm. The entire school participated whole heartedly towards the success of 
this grand event. The panel of dignitaries consisted of Sri. G.V. Prasad Rao, Deputy Superintendent of Police, 
Nuzvid, Sri. N. Vasu Babu, Muncipal Commissioner of Nuzvid, Sri. P. Ratnakumar, Mandal Educational Officer 
and Rev. Fr. Deva Dath prizes distribution ceremony was conducted to feliciatate and recognize the talents of 
students in various fields like, Academic, Literary, Cultural, Sports & Games etc.

The audiences were astonished to observe their children performing variety of dances. The event closed with a 
grand final celebration by 800 students on the theme oriented dance United we can. It was indeed a spectacular 
display of talent and fervor.
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Cycle Distribution:

The state government of 
Andhra Pradesh launched the 
gift os free cycles to improve 
the attendance and academic 
performance of girl students. 
We are happy to inform that 77 
of our students received cycles 
and they are grateful to our 
honorable Former Chief 
Minister Sri Chandra Babu 
Naidu
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Children's Park:

There is nothing better than the laughter of children at play. Considering that St. Thomas 
management focused on creating an conducive environment to live and play. The park was 
inaugurated by Rev. Fr. Philip, as soon as the ribbon cutting ceremony was over the children 
excitedly rushed into the park eager to try out various swings and rides

Bidding Farewell to X Students:

th
The farewell was organized in school by the students and teachers on 10  March 2019 where 

th
students of class 9  bid farewell to the outgoing students of class X with great programme. A few of 
our senior teachers Principal Rev. Bro. Yesu Prabaharan and Rev. Bro. George Reddy enlightened the 
students with their inspirational speeches. The day was great, filled with nostalgia, fun and 
excitement. 

І

І
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Farewell Ceremony 2018-19:

 “We cannot say goodbye to those whom
   We have grown to love, for the memories
   We have made will last a lifetime, and 

  Will never know a goodbye.”

We bid farewell to our highly respected and well loved by his staff, students as well as parents, 

Principal Rev. Bro. Yesu Prabaharan.  It was truly an emotional moment. There was an outpouring 

of praise and gratitude for Rev. Bro. Yesu Prabaharan but even so words could not encapsulate the 

success and positive change he brought to the school in the last six years of his service in St. Thomas 

High School, Nuzvid

Welcome to Rev. Bro. Edward Raj: 

It is a matter of great pleasure and honour for St. Thomas family to welcome the new Principal Rev. 
Bro. Edward Raj. The staff meeting was held with introduction of new Principal and bidding 
farewell to Rev. Bro. Yesu Prabaharan.  After the staff meeting we had holy mass celebrated by Rev. 
Fr. Deva Datt, Parish Priest of town parish, Nuzvid. He enlightened the staff with his spiritual and 
motivational words.
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Inauguration of new formal residence:

A new quarters for brothers of St. Thomas was constructed and inaugurated by Rev. Bro. Bala 
ndShowry, Provincial Superior of Hyderabad Province on 22  April, 2019. We have 113 boys in St. 

Thomas boys home under the able guidance of Bro. Show Reddy and we are proud to pen that all our 
hostel boys got 100 % result in S.S.C

SSC Result:

th
Andhra Pradesh class 10 result has been announced, it has been declared on 14  May 2019. We are 
happy to announce that two of our students secured 10 points, 34 students got above ninety  G.P.A. 
We congratulate the management, staff and non-teaching staff for their hard work and support 
towards getting success

Bro.Yesu Prabaharan
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N. ST. MATHEW'S PUBLIC SCHOOL, PATAMATA
Pass Percentage : 100%

Toppers Details :  Topper 1.  N SANKEERTI  :  486/500

   Topper 2.  VINAY JAIN  : 484/500

   Topper 3. KUNAL HIRAWAT : 481/500

   Topper 3. A NEHAA  : 481/500

   Topper 3. B ANANYA  : 481/500

Subject Topper : Mathematics - 100 out of 100

1. VINAY JAIN

2. KUNAL HIRAWAT

3. P YASWANTH

Hindi   - 100 out of 100

1. DEVAJ

2. PRAKRITI DAR

Bro.Lawrence D’Souza
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Bro.Jose Emmanuel
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TRINITY HIGH SCHOOL, LUXETTIPET

Greetings from Trinity High School Luxettipet.

thOn 12 feb there was inspection of the school office and Mr.Ramchandar guided the office staff as to 
how they have to maintain the records.

thOn 19 feb deworming tablets were administrated to all the children.

st rd
From 21  to 23 feb Mrs.Nalini took seminar for our KG staff and helped them to be creative. There 
was difference after the seminar in the KG Teachers. Thanks to Mrs.Nalini.

th
The outgoing batch of 10  students presented 100 chairs to the school as their contribution. We 

th
thank the 10  batch students for their generosity.

thOn 10  April we had Teacher's interviews. Brother's Lourdu & Sudhakar came from Hyderabad and 
helped us in the selection of the teachers.

th
On 12  April we had parent- teacher's meeting. We had staff meeting with sumptuous lunch we 
begin the summer holidays.

th
On 6  may auditors came for auditing and they guided the office staff.
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th th
On 13  may 10  results were declared. We got 100% results 1 got 10/10; 6 got 9.8; 5 got 9.7; 3 got 9.5 

we congratulated all   staff, parents & children for the wonderful results.

th
On 27  may the new community member Bro. Pradeep Reddy came and we welcomed him to the 

Trinity family with open arms.

th
On 29  may Bro. Kishore left for Repalle. While we thank him for all that he had been to Trinity 

High School .we wish him all the best at Repalle.

The temperature in Luxettipet is still very high. We are eagerly waiting for good showers & to 
reopen the school for new academic session. We wish all the readers all the best for the coming 
academic session.  

Bye till we meet again

Bro.Chinnappa Reddy 
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“WHATEVER YOU CAN DO OR DREAM YOU CAN, BEGIN IT. BOLDNESS 
HAS GENIUS, POWER AND MAGIC IN IT. BEGIN IT NOW.”

The life of Brotherhood inspired me to dream and achieve the success with boldness. The power, 
magic of inner self kept me available to reach the designs of God. The days, years spent as a religious 
Brother paved a way to embrace Christ's love and life. Its God's unconditional love for me made life 
very meaningful and worthwhile. The deeper experience of love, encouragement from my beloved 
ones led me live in the spirituality of Brotherhood. The purpose brings passion to create a new life. 
The passion ignited my heart to be a Brother to all in doing everything with love. This passion enabled 
my intellect to understand the path that St. Louie Marie Montfort trod. Here I remember an anecdote 
from  history… Many of us might know Napoleon the Emperor of France. He had everything human  
person would usually crave for; glory, power, riches etc. yet towards the end of his life at the island of 
St. Helena he said, 'I have never known six happy days in my life.' Similarly, we might also know 
Helen Keller, the celebrated lady of America who went deaf and blind after 19 months from her birth. 
She had everything that the world considered a curse. Still she happened to say at the end of her life 
that 'I have found life so beautiful'. This anecdote changed my attitude and perspective towards life. 
This ability to make life beautiful enhanced my knowing life and enriched the call of God. “I have 
found life so beautiful to live as a Brother to all”.

The community life at Kothagudam: The life as a teacher was a fond memory, it was those treasured 
memories and experiences gave me joyful initiation to religious life. I deeply appreciate my superior 
and Brothers of the community for their availability and guidance in every aspect of life.

The community life at St. Mathews, Vijayawada: a journey as a student was ever fresh and sweet 
reminiscence. I have to let go certain things to grow in life. The spirit of Brotherhood in the 
community, the encouragement of every member of the community directed me to feel the oneness of 
Brotherhood. It has been a rich and fruitful experience which made me to understand the call to 
Religious Brotherhood. I am deeply indebted to my superiors and Brothers for helping me nurture 
the values of religious life. I am thankful to them for the spiritual formation given to me.

The life as a theology student: the studies rekindle knowledge on God and love for humanity. It is to 
know God deeper and to live a meaningful life. The studies widened the horizon on the spirituality 
and the concept of religious life. In all these years the personal and community prayers have been the 
great source of inspiration and strength for my growth. I thank all the formatters for inspiring me 
with your edifying life. 

Today I feel exuberant to recall all those moves of happiness. I feel grateful to those who became part 
of my life. They led me as their own brother. I always cherished all the memories and thanks God for 
the wonderful gift of life and vocation. I thank all the Provincials and the Superiors who guided me 
for what I am today. I thank all the brothers for accepting me in this mighty 
religious family.

We should be for one another and always pray for each other. We have to maintain 
a bond that lasts forever. This bond should help us to promote our mission and the 
dream of St. Montfort.  I earnestly request you all to pray for me as I am going to 
live my life as a full fledged member of the society. 

                     

-Bro. Rahul Reddy
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FAITH JOURNEY AS A RELIGIOUS PERSON

Life is a Journey and the life as a religious person is a greatest journey, it's not always easy, 
but as a believer I know that God will help me through those patches of rough roadway, no 
streetlights, and broken bridges. If anyone of us is feeling weary in our journeys, take 
courage - our guide is Jesus, and our final destination is Heaven!

I stepped into the life of religion as young boy of 17 years with the timely intervention of 
Bro.Rayappa, who is my formator, Guide and inspiration. 

I always felt the call very strongly in me through various situations. I felt the power of God 
leading me in the path that the holy spirit paved. I was brought up by a Godly woman, my 
mother (Fathima), whose love has no bounds. I was her world and she knew nothing than 
me. We both lived for each other. It was God's will that she should present me to the care of 
Montfort Brothers and leave to her eternal abode. 

As a candidate, as I was zealous by looking merely at the statue of St. Montfort. I would 
imagine myself in the stone structure. I would read lot on St. Montfort. There was a great 
transformation in me. It's difficult to explain in words but I literally felt God's love flow 
through me always. Something I have heard about, but never experienced before. A love 
unimaginable. A light, warm energy coming from above and flowing through me from head 
to toe. A love that was for me but also for all of humanity. Within seconds of feeling God's 
love, I heard: everyone needs to feel this kind of love. It was a supernatural experience and 
one that forever changed my life.

As a novice, each day is an opportunity for me to examine my journey of faith. It was a time 
to pray, to study, and to reflect. It was a time to grow in my relationship with God. Each day is 
an opportunity to follow Jesus, not my own wishes and desires. It was a journey of gratitude. 
It is a life of ongoing dependence on God. It is a journey of thanksgiving, praising God for joy 
and abundant love, and his steadfast presence in sorrow, despair, and fear. All these made 
me to be convinced that the path that I have chosen was right. Br. Jenny, my novice master 
deserves all the compliments as he enabled me to nurture these feelings of mine and 
strengthened the conviction of being men of God.

As I reflect my life, I would ask "Where would I be without God's presence during the 
straightaways and high peaks of my life?" He has heard my prayers of thanksgiving and joy: 
delight in loving my life, joy in doing the Montfortian Mission, the blessings and fraternal 
love of all the Brothers. I am sure God will be my guide, whether the journey is difficult or 
easy. He will continue to bless me with an abundance of friends and the joy of brotherhood. 
He will uphold me in sorrow. He will quench my thirst for knowledge, and fill my days with 
challenges. As I journey through life, God will refresh me through His 
word, His people, and His presence.

I sincerely thank all the Provincials of the Province of Hyderabad, 
especially Bro.BalaShowry, the present Provincial, for inspiring and for 
timely guidance and leadership. I thank each all my former superiors and 
Brothers for formations and help to learn the Montfortian way of life. Lets 
all be united in leading people to God through our prayers and mission.              

Bro. Marreddy SG
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THE FINAL PROFESSION 2019
PRAYERFUL AND FRATERNAL GREETINGS TO ALL THE BROTHERS

“Invited to leave everything to follow Christ, you consecrated men and women, no longer define 

your life by family, by profession, or by earthly interests, and you choose the Lord as your only 

identifying mark. Thus you acquire a new family identity.”
                                            � � � � � �                    (Pope Saint John Paul II)

It gives me an immense joy and happiness for having committed myself completely to God's hand 

in Montfortian Family. 

I was born and brought up in a very good Catholic family in fraternal proximity with Montfort 

Brothers St. Gabriel in Jabalpur, right from my childhood. God, who has called me, as my Saviour is 

my Guide and my source of unending inspiration in my life.

We are reminded of the invocation to be becomes of light, “You are like light for the world. Your 

light must shine before people, so that they will see the good things you do and praise your Father 

in heaven.” Let this fire within me burn always so God may be praised through me forever in 

whatever I do.

After having lived with the Brothers for 6 year as a religious Brother, I have imbibed the spirit 

within me, we are called by Christ deeply to share the intimacy of his heart, my religious 

consecration is a call to continued transcendence of self in love. One with Christ in the sacrifice of 

Himself with Mary, His Mother, I offer my life daily for the salvation of men and woman.

I have understood that the brotherhood is the most perfect way in proclaiming the God's kingdom. 

For me, Brotherhood is to become brother to all in mutual love and working together for the 

Church, in my witness to Christ's love for all especially for the neediest, in my representation of 

Christ in the midst of the people. This life of the religious enabled me to live better. My joy of being a 

religious is boundless.

I must say that my Journey as a brother has been exciting, challenging and a new way of life. Life in 

community is really good and encouraging for me, as I experience each member differently and 

enjoy their gifts as each member share their fraternal Love in community.

At this juncture, I am reminded of a beautiful Chinese proverb which says 
“When eating the fruit, think of the persons who planted the tree”.�

I must recall with gratitude and pride the dedicated service of all the Parents, Brothers, Formators, 

well-wishers, and Friends, Specially the Brothers of Hyderabad , Pune and Delhi. I consider them 

as part of a great 'Pyramid' who had shaped me and to reach at this stage. I also express thanks to all 

my Superiors Bro. David Indwar, Bro. Ronald, Bro. Lourdu Marreddy. The Love of Jesus and Love 

for his Brothers made my way to cherish brotherhood, my billion thanks to them.



    Bro. Sanjeev Armo
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I take this occasion  to thank Rev. Bro. Pratap Reddy. Rev. Bro. K.M. Joseph, and Rev. Bro. Bala 

Showry the Provincial Superiors and Council for their constant Supervision and sustenance to lead 

me to a right path.

Brothers of Nalgonda; Rev. Bro. Arun Prakash, Rev. Bro. Lourdu Raj, and Rev Bro. Sandeeep, for 

their co-operation, generosity, hospitality and executing their hands towards the successful 

completion of the Program.

I also extended my sincere thanks to Most Rev. Govindu Joji, Bishop of Nalgonda, Fathers, Sisters, 

Brothers, Family members and well-wishers for your gracious Presence added more joy to Our 

Celebration. 

I remember two things said by the Provincial which sustain me, the 1st one my inner conviction that 

it is Jesus who has called you to this life and that you are trying to respond to His call every day. 

Second, every day you must be constantly be in touch, through personal Prayer, with the Master of 

your call.

God has  s t reng-

thened my call to be 

his disciple through 

words, deeds and 

r e f l e c t i o n s .  H e  

guided me in every 

step I take. I believe, 

in giving everything 

t o  H i m ,  w e  a r e  

B u i l d i n g  t h e  

kingdom of God, 

With Jesus as my 

Brothers -par tner,  

mother Mary as my 

guide, St. Montfort 

and all the Brothers 

who have gone ahead 

of me as my models, Thus making my life a mission for and a way to the Kingdom of God.

My billion thanks to all the Brothers of the Province for their fervent prayer 

and spiritual support in every possible way to help me be a great 

Montfortian.

Thanking you one and all. May God bless us all….



MY GRACEFUL JOURNEY...

We, the consecrated persons, are specially called by God to live the life ̀  following Christ radically 
in all the situations filled with hope, so that we may become hope for the hopeless people; because 
in hope we are saved (Rom 8: 24).

My family brought me up in a good catholic atmosphere and thought me good values and 
encourage me in my faith and vocation.

My prayer and commitment to God made to be one with him. Prayer has become everything in 
life. I feel that Jesus is the centre of my life. The Lord has blessed me in various ways. Personal 
prayer, meditation has deepened my strong relationship with God and given me lots of strength 
in times of difficulties and challenges. “A quiet spirit is of great worth in God's sight” has made 
me to feel always that I am precious in God's sight.

For the past years I was placed in different communities. I had enriching experience in the 
communities and it added lots of beauty to my life. I have experienced lots of love; care and 
concern form the community.  The exemplary life of the brothers guided me to live our charism 
and challenged me in various aspects of my life. Community has been a great strength and 
support for me to live my life and to do my Mission. Though there were difficulties I have learnt 
to adjust and think in a positive way because they are the stepping stones for greater 
experiences in the future.

The vocation to religious life is a very special gift of God to me. All credit goes to my parents for 
their prayer and support in this way of life and showing the seed of faith in Christian life. 
Thanks to all the brothers in the initial formation who helped me in many ways. Today what I 
am is because of many Brothers encouragements and timely corrections, namely novice master 
Bro. Jenny Kuriakose, Bro. Edward, Bro. Ronald, Bro. Lourdu Marreddy, Bro. Bala Joseph, Bro. 
Jose Kallely and late Bro. John Vaniapura. 

My sincere thanks to all the Provincial Superiors Bro. K. M Joseph, Bro. Pratap Reddy and 
Bro.Bala Showry and their council for their constant supervision and support to guide in the 
footsteps of our founder.  

th
My final commitment was held at St. Alphonsus' high school, Nalgonda on 20  May in the 
graceful presence of His lordship most, Rev. Govindu Joji, Bishop of Nalgonda and all Fathers, 
Sisters, Brothers, Family members and all the well-wishers I thank them for all their love and 
support.

I am also grateful Brothers from Nalgonda community, Bro. Arun Prakash, 
Bro.Lourdu Raj and Bro. Sandeep for their generosity, hospitality and for 
executing the program so well in a colourful way.

Finally, I thank each Brother of the province who has been a part of my 
growth and has supported me in many ways. Thanks a lot, and keep me in 
your prayers. Bro. Jaywant Kerketta
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“I CHOSE YOU. I WANTED YOU. I APPOINTED YOU. I SET YOU 
WHERE YOU ARE”. (Jn 15:16)

Called to be a child of God and a brother of Jesus, I am privileged to share in the 
vision and mission of Jesus for humanity. Jesus called it “Kingdom of God”. It is a 
vision in which humanity is called to become a fraternal community of the children of 
God. Having made my final commitment, I now belong to God and God's mission on 
earth.

I express my gratitude to God for this marvelous gift of life to me to become 
permanent member of the Montfort Brothers of St.Gabriel. He has chosen me to be 
His and to be dedicated to his service in love, pace and joy. During my formation 
period I was formed at various stages to become a good religious brother. I am 
determined to give myself to God and to my brothers as a dedicated enthusiastic 
religious brother.

It is my fitting and  privileged duty to thank my co- travelers who moulded and 
guided me to embrace the religious life. I sincerely thank my parents for their 
enormous encouragement and constant support through their prayers and love and 
most of all their good example.

To realize my vocation there were also other good people who backed me. My 
special thanks to all my formatters who were my inspiration and who helped me to 
grow towards the fullness of my being. 

I consider myself favored by providence for having called to be a Montfortian 
Gabrielite. All these years of training and the experiences of being in the field of 
mission are invaluable gifts that has made me who I am. It is my resolve o build on 
these gifts till it reaches its fullness. Building the Kingdom of God, contributing 
towards it, will be the achievement that I seek to realize in my life. With Jesus as my 
brother-partner, Mother Mary as my guide, St.Montfort and all 
the Brothers who have gone ahead of me as my models, I am 
confident of realizing it. In this life –mission project I hope to 
involve as many people as possible so as to make them partners in 
it. thus making my life a mission for and a way to the kingdom of 
God.

                     Bro.Jayabalan
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CONSECRATION TO JESUS THROUGH MARY IN THE PERSPECTIVES OF 

ST. MONTFORT

Introduction 

The term “consecration” refers in a general sense, to the act of dedicating oneself to a 
specific purpose or intention. To “Consecrate” oneself essentially means dedicate entirely 
to something of greatest important. When it is spoken plainly, however, “consecration” 
refers to the act of setting oneself aside and dedicating oneself to a deity, and that deity 
almost always refers to God. The term also can be used to refer to ordination into a sacred 
office. However, for most believers, it only refers to a basic, personal act of dedication.

To “Consecrate” means to make something, holy or sacred. In that sense, the act of 
consecration can also be defined as the act of being made sacred. We can see in the OT, God 
consecrated few men and women to do His will. In the NT too we find that many who were 
called by Christ to consecrate themselves to do the mission of the Father. Here, Mary places 
a significant role in helping the disciples to dedicate themselves to Jesus her son. For 
Example, at Pentecost, she inspired the disciples to be united to receive the Holy Spirit in 
order to carry out the mission entrusted (Acts 2:1-13). Thus, with the help of Mary they were 
able to carry out their mission and bring the Gospel of Jesus throughout the world. The 
essence and core element of consecration to Jesus through Mary was highlighted by St. 
Montfort. In his books we find how each individual is consecrated to Christ through Mary 
to continue the mission of God the Father.

It is through the blessed Virgin Mary that Jesus came into the world, and it is also through 
her He must reign in the world. The blessed Virgin Mary is fully consecrated to God in the 
most perfect manner, the first model of consecrated souls (Cf. Redemption is Donum, 17), 
ever ready in obedience, courageous in poverty and receptive in fruitful virginity, she 
accomplished the will of the Father. Following in the footsteps of Mary, the new Eve, 
consecrated people in this broken world, express their spiritual fruitfulness by becoming 
receptive to the Word, in order to contribute to the growth of a new humanity by the 
unconditional dedication and the living witness of their transfigured lives, as they go forth 
to meet the human needs to serve and bring help, but above all to bring Jesus to the 
humanity.

Structure of the Dissertation and the method or the process you followed

In the first chapter I have dealt with consecration in the scriptures, where God has 

consecrated ordinary people to do His work through them. In the Old Testament I have 

concentred on the consecration of people of Israel, Group of consecrated people and figures 

of consecration like prophets Kings, and judges, who were always instruments of God for 

His work. Then in the New Testament where Mary consecrated to God in bringing the 

Saviour to this world and consecration of the John the Baptist, who were consecrated to God 

for the preparing the way for the Son of God by calling the people of Israel to come and 

repent for their sins. And then the consecration of Jesus to do the will of His father. At last I 

have focused on the consecration of disciples and St. Paul.
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In the second chapter I have dealt the inspiration from Mary's Consecration, where I 

focused on the Mary's life and her consecration and Her role in the Church and in the 

salvation of every one. Mary co-operated as co-redemptrix in the objective redemption or 

the once for all acquisition by the sacrifice of Calvary of the claim to all grace and 

forgiveness. Here we will consider how our Lady co-operates as mediatrix in the subjective 

redemption or distribution of that grace and forgiveness throughout all ages after Calvary. 

What Mary began on earth in association with the saving mission of Jesus, she continues 

still, in union with the risen Christ. Mary plays a vital role in the lives of the disciples of 

today in playing their roles in the Church in their different capacities. In a nutshell Mary is 

the perfect model for each individual as the consecrated person.

In the Third chapter I have dealt about Mary: in the life and writings of St. Montfort. St. 

Montfort is the one of the persons who had great devotion towards the Mother Mary from 

the childhood it made him to write a number of books on her. The focus of spiritual 

methods was that consecration to Jesus through Mary. He believed that to reach Jesus we 

need Mary thus he says reach Jesus through Mary I also focused on the implication of this 

consecration and uses in our spiritual journey towards reaching the promise land.

Major Conclusions That I Have Drawn And Their Implications For Consecrated Life And 

Mission

 The birth of a child is an exciting and happy event, and we all recognize it as the 

beginning of a new life. We'd never say it's an end or conclusion, because it is the starting of 

new life. 

It's the same with us believers. Our being saved and born again with the life of God is 

truly wondrous and joyful. But it's not a conclusion. Our regeneration is only the beginning 

of our spiritual journey. And just as babies need to grow and develop, we Christians need to 

move forward step by step. In this development, each Christian is called to follow uniquely 

this step according to their specific vocation (married or consecrated).

 The word “consecration” isn't a commonly used word, but even so, we might have 
an existing concept about what it means. In religion, the word consecration has been used 
in relation to the official ordaining of a person to be a preacher, a priest, or a missionary. 
This use implies consecration is for a special category of people. In the Old Testament, the 
term consecration is known as sacrifice. It was something set apart for God by being put on 
the altar. When people offered a thing to God, it no longer belonged to the one who was 
offering, but it belonged to God, for His use and His satisfaction. But the consecration 
revealed in the New Testament is for every believer in Christ. In fact, as we'll see, we cannot 
subjectively know the life of Christ in us or reach spiritual maturity without consecrating 
ourselves to the Lord. This is because consecration is the basis for every spiritual 
experience.
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Today, we continue this consecration to Lord, where we become a living sacrifice. We give up 
our own claims on ourselves and put ourselves completely in His hands. Previously, our life 
was for our use and our satisfaction; now it is for His. When we present ourselves to the Lord 
as a living sacrifice, we're simply saying, Lord Jesus, I am for you. I'm no longer for myself, 
the world, or anything else. I am for your use and your satisfaction.

The paper which I have researched about is consecration to Jesus through Mary, in the eyes 
my founder St. Montfort, Mary is the way to reach Jesus. She is the surest, easiest and fastest 
way to reach Jesus.

In Consecrated life one enters into an intimate covenantal relationship with God through the 
means of evangelical counsels. Consecration expresses the dynamic and religious aspect of 
belonging entirely to God. It is lived as witness or “Epiphany” of faith in Him, as homage to 
His divine sovereignty and therefore a sacrifice of the whole person to Him, in constant and 
continual progress which elevates every action of religious to God. Total consecration to God 
is the result of three dimensions: the first is ascetical detachment or breaking away from 
creatures; the second is mystical, an entire cleaving to God. The third is apostolic: which 
leads the consecrated person back to mankind. God has given rights to everyone, to be used 
for his honor, and uses them in conformity with God's law, making them expressions of his 
love for the giver of all.

MARY'S ROLE IN OUR SALVATION

The human role in God's design of salvation is not an addition to God's work; God alone 
saves us through Jesus Christ. It is our task to receive the message of salvation in faith, 
respond to it in obedience and be involved and committed in its realization. This human 
response is realized first in Mary. She embodies the human part in the divine work of 
salvation. Mary receives the angelic message and in obedience responds: “behold the 
handmaid of the Lord: let it be done to me according to your word” (Lk 1:38). Mary's role in 
the divine work of her redemption can be summed up in three conclusions: they are her faith, 
her free response and her total involvement. In this she is the model of the Church. 
Everything in salvation is God's work; everything must be received in faith by her, for the 
work. 

Mary's presence under the Cross is understood as the ultimate ratification of her fiat in 
Nazareth. Her response to the angel is total and final, yet its implications must unfold 
throughout her life; its full meaning is revealed only in the acceptance of his passion, sharing 
in his obedience unto death. There is only surrender in Mary's life which must be realized 
and ratified to the end. Under the cross nothing added to Mary's faith in Nazareth, but now 
she realizes the full implication of her vocation as mother of Savior.

So, Mary is model of the Church, redeemed and sharing in God's redemptive work; the 
Church is a community of the redeemed which, in turn, becomes “sacrament of salvation” 
for the world. By surrendering to be the mother of God, she is an instrument in the Hand of 
God to bring salvation to the humanity by her consecration.

Montfort's own personal experience of Marian Devotion coupled with his pastoral 
experience enabled him to choose words and ideas in order to teach others true devotion to 
Mary.
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Montfort says, “The most perfect and most profitable of all devotions to the Blessed Virgin 
consists in consecrating ourselves entirely to her and to Jesus through her as slaves. It 
involves consecrating to her completely and for all eternity our body and soul, our 
possessions both spiritual and material, the atoning value and the merits of our good 
actions and our right to dispose of them.

According to St. Louis Marie de Montfort, the most important effect of the consecration to 
Mary is…

Total Consecration to Jesus as set forth by St. Louis Marie de Montfort is a beautiful exercise 
to increase your spirituality and ability to truly serve our Lord Jesus Christ. Mary's life was 
set aside for the sole purpose of serving our Lord. By following her example, we, too, can 
completely give ourselves to Christ in a fundamental way that consecrates us to Him. We 
give our lives to Him in service and love. We gain Several things through this Consecration.

§ You would be a complete person – made whole in God

§ You would acquire every feature of Jesus Christ with little pain or effort

§ You will renew perfectly the vows and promises of Holy Baptism

§ You will grow in holiness and increase your faith, hope, and love

§ You would be able to live out your vocation joyfully

§ You will find graces in your life multiplying

§ You would not despair because of your sins

§ You would be doing the best thing you could do for all 

 

  Bro. Kiran Kumar
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THE HUMAN BODY IS A BASIS AND CHANNEL TO COMMIT ONESELF TO

 THE DIVINE BODY

Modern culture tends to glorify having rather than being. Modern people collect more and more resources 
and use things to make life increasingly comfortable. Though humankind has made gigantic progress in the 
scientific and technological fields, they are very close to the brutes because of the degrading value system. 
The value of a human person is a God given value. The human being is to be respected and treated as a person 
from the moment of conception and therefore, from that same moment his rights as a person must be 
recognized. Dishonour of human being is dishonour of God. 

 Human beings are complementary sexual beings from their very creation. Often, the human body is 

considered more as a commodity than a unique gift. They become product of personal desires and likes 

instead of considering as a subject of individuality. The human body is not considered as unique and 

sometimes one considers him/her as a commodity. Reductionism, objectification of the body and sexual 

deviations are some of the prominent problems which we face today. We should not remain indifferent or 

discouraged in such a serious and dangerous situation. To combat against these structures, a more 

constructive response is needed. This can be effectively done only with a sound and reliable knowledge about 

the human body, the factors promoting right understanding and the issues hampering the sacredness of it. 

These confusions and unfair situations in the society prompted me to reflect more on the nature and 

experience of human beings in the context of anthropology, in order to understand more about integral 

human nature. 

 Significance of the Study: This study is an anthropological analysis of the human body from a 

Christian point of view. As sexual beings we have to accept and respect our own positive and negative needs 

of the body and should go beyond the bodily realm. This is the anthropology of the Christian vocation. In this 

sense, an authentic human existence needs to face some bodily challenges and transform them to a greater 

reality. It is an invitation for us to become the real promoters of human body and respect the value and dignity 

of others in order to live the culture of life.

 The understanding of the theological anthropology needs to be revised. This demands a shift and it 

should begin from the very existence of human life. It is based on the recognition of a fundamental 

relationship with God, that human being is a creature of God, whom God considers as worthy. As a being, a 

human being is endowed with physical and spiritual potential. The uniqueness of the human being calls 

him/her to widen his/her perspective into different realms such as sacredness, relatedness, enrichment and 

union with God. In the same chapter we saw how bodily discrimination creates social evils in the Indian 

society. Humanity faces many forms of self-destruction like abortion, homosexuality, prostitution, suicide, 

euthanasia and so on which can be considered as disharmony among us. The negative attitude towards the 

body results in collective problems and reduces the human person to a position of helplessness. 

 Human body as a created reality and the person as the union of body and soul. As we have seen, the 

body is essentially united with the soul. Though there were deviations in the understanding of body the 

correct perception of the body from Biblical and magisterial teachings enabled us to arrive at a clear concept 

of the human body. It reminds us not to be carried away by the false understanding of the human person but 

to respect the body and to have a right anthropological vision. For Paul, embodiment is an essential part of 

being human and the body is intimately involved in the process of undergoing 

transformation and in the process of redemption. The Theology of the Body of John 

Paul II gives us a right perspective on the body.

 Today, the world stands in need of human beings who are whole, capable of 

widening beyond themselves. A liberated person is one who delights in the welfare of 

all beings. He has to realize that s/he is part of the whole and not an isolated individual 

in the universe.  Jesus Christ revealed humans to themselves and He is a model of 

humanity. Therefore, He is our archetype to reach the perfection.

Bro.Rajashekar Reddy
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ONE BODY WITH MANY GIFTS

''God has given us the gift of life, what we give is the gift to God.'’

In the first epistle to the Corinthians, the apostle Paul reminded the church at Corinth that the 
body of Christ does not consist of one gift but of many gifts. He writes, “If the foot should say, 
'Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,' that would not make it any less a part of the 
body. And if the ear should say, 'Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,' that would 
not make it any less a part of the body. But as it is, God arranged the gifts in the body of various 
parts, each one of them, as he chose. If all were a single gift, where would the body be? As it is, 
there are many parts, yet one body. The eye cannot say to the hand, 'I am not need of you,' nor 
again the head to the feet, 'I am not need of you.' On the contrary, the parts of the body that seem 
to be weaker are indispensable.”

I appeal to you therefore, Brothers, by the mercy of God, to present our bodies as a living 
sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is our spiritual worship. Do not be conformed to this 
world, but be transformed by the renewal of our mind, that by testing us may discern what is the 
will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect. For by the grace given to us, I request 
everyone not to think of oneself more highly than one ought to think, but to think with sober 
judgement, each according to the measure of faith that God has assigned. For as in one body we 
have many gifts, and the gifts do not all have the same function, so we though many, are one body 
in Christ, and individually gifts one of another.  Having gifts that differ according to the grace 
given to us, let us use them: if prophecy, in proportion to our faith; if service, in our serving; the 
one who teaches, in his teaching; the one who exhorts, in his exhortation; the one who 
contributes, in generosity; the one who leads, with zeal; the one who does acts of mercy, with 
cheerfulness.

St.Paul deals with our life as worship towards God. He deals with humility and lowliness in 
relation to ourselves. All of this is what life looks like when we know that we have peace with 
God by faith alone and Christ has become the foundation and summation of all our hopes. Here  
on the individual is really to stress that each of us is part of the collective unity called the body 
and that each of us is connected with every other gift of the body. So one might say: There is no 
effort here to emphasize the value of individuality, but the contrary, to say that the body is all that 
counts.

Having gifts that differ according to the grace given to us. That is a conscious effort to make 
explicit our individual differences created and willed by God's grace. Then he spells out 
different gifts. So it would not be fair to say that Paul is trying to minimize 
our individuality and only emphasize the corporate reality of the body. 
Gifts (parts) of one another. One by one. Individually. Here's what Paul is 
saying: I am part of you. You are part of me. I am like your eye or your ear 
or your hand or your foot. And you are like my eye or my ear or my hand 
or my foot. Each individual, Paul says, is part of the other individuals in 
the body. Here is the amazing thing: That's who I am. I am part of you, 
which means that our individuality, our individual identity, as God has 
created us to be, cannot be known except in serving us as we rely upon 
Christ. And ours cannot be known except in serving others in reliance on 
Christ. That's what hands and feet and eyes and ears do. They serve. That's 
why we have gifts which is one body with many gifts.

 

                                                                  

 Bro. BalaSrujan Reddy
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LIFE IN FULLNESS

We may wonder why some people always shout, get angry and are always in a rage, thus we 

come to the conclusion that these people are troubled some and are not easy to work with. 

Due to these comments and remarks we wound and hurt them in such way that 

automatically these people react become sick and their heart is troubled always they become 

unnecessarily get upset over very little things.

I am reminded with the words of prophet Isaiah “the wicked are like the troubled sea, when 

it cannot rest, whose waters cast up mire and dirt. There is no peace, saith my God, to the 

wicked”. (Isa: 57:20-21)

So when our heart is restless like a troubled sea we find no peace in our heart, we will be not 

only shouting but also casting up mire and dirt on others. In other words, a troubled person 

will always blame others for everything that is happening around him/her.

When I  reflect  on this I wonder  and question  to myself  how many times I have   become  a 

cause to someone  or hurt them with my  poor understanding  and failings to know that each 

of us are beloved Children  of God.  How can blame others for my own lives problems and 

challenges? Do I have a right to put down my fellow being  and  leave   behind  the Gospel 

values that Jesus teach  me to practice? 

At last I draw my own answers that I have a power not to trouble anyone in order to become 

responsible to face the trials and troubles of my own life in a given situation. If I am able to 

practice this simple logic I am sure not only me but we all of us can become true fellow 

travelers in life's journey. 

 

It is a true saying that the heart of the problem is the problem of the heart. When our heart is 

right with God everything will fit in the right place like a jigsaw puzzle. At the end I humbly 

conclude let us build and not destroy, let's unite and not divide to make a difference to each 

other. The world is a better place for you and for me to live a dignified life God has granted us 

to live to its fullness.  Like Jesus who gives to each of life in fullness to share with one another 

in abundance. 

Bro.Paveen Kumar
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SPIRITUAL INDIVIDUALISM

(All about finding God within ourselves)

 The general trend among humans has always been about living in groups. The dawn of 

civilization came with a multitude of systems and beliefs centered on the individual in the society. 

That was the need of the hour. For the identity-less human, the group became a part of his existence. 

Religion, culture, and community were the qualifiers of the self. These systems sought to answer a lot 

of unknowns. Religion, too, came with the idea of identifying oneself as a part of something greater. 

The basic belief was the fact that our souls belong to a greater force, to God. And so, everything 

became about getting closer to God. Letting go of the needs of the individual and selflessly working 

towards attaining something greater than our current existence was a commonality. Those who 

successfully relinquished their core human desires were considered great. Over the years, a 

beautiful concept emerged- let go of yourself and find the greater force. Become one with God. The 

crux of spirituality/ religion was just that. Every single ritual, method, practice became focused on 

this very aspect.

 After the second world war, spirituality became increasingly more about personal 
experiences. The New Age of thought emphasizes on the individual and his/her feelings. 
Importance is given to personal growth and autonomy of the individual. This modern spirituality, in 
no way, denies the existence of a higher power. In fact, this way of living focuses on finding that 
higher power within ourselves. Life experiences, our thoughts, and beliefs become the source of all 
spiritual matters. Ergo, spirituality translates into doing what your desires want you to do. It is about 
experiencing every single thing you've always wanted to experience. It is about finding happiness in 
all the experiences, even in the sad ones. It is about understanding the deeper meaning of every 
single experience rather than shunning it altogether. It is about finding the light within ourselves. 
Philosophers like Osho have drawn a lot from these beliefs- “Truth is within you, do not search for it 
elsewhere.”

 Another interesting concept of this modern-day take on spirituality is the fact that the body, 
the mind, and the soul are equally important. One cannot separate the body from the soul. A human 
is viewed as an individual entity and not as a collection of different parts. Accordingly, spirituality 
becomes more about nurturing your entire self. Instead of running around doing the things society 
expects of you, doing the things that your “gut” tells you to do will bring you closer to yourself. The 
closer you are to yourself, the closer you are to the ultimate power. The concept of “true-self” 
becomes very important here. Your “true-self” is often hidden. We are so used to masking our 
identity to fit in the society that we have forgotten who or what we actually are. The modern-day 
spirituality seeks to answer this question by focusing on the individual as a whole and not by 
separating the soul from the body. The body and the mind play significant roles this way. For the 
modern spiritualists, the body forms the base of all our desires, the mind rationalizes and keeps a 
reality check, whereas the soul is considered to be our moral compass, our divine self. Harmonize 
them and find yourselves happy inside out. Similar concepts can be found in Freudian psychology 
where the id resembles the body, ego the mind, and superego the soul. Freud has said that a balance 
between the three is always necessary. One simply cannot give one factor more importance than the 
other. Doing so often leads to unwanted psychological complications. Spiritually, if there's no 
balance, we will never find our true happiness. If there is a proper balance, a certain life force is 
created- something harnessed by the universal energy.
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This 'vital life force' generates the energy required to lead a life full of energy, pleasure, health, 

and wealth.

New-Age spirituality also encompasses the belief that an individual is free to choose his/her 

own spiritual path. With the development of the 'spiritual but not religious' concept, a huge 

number of people have started renouncing the traditional belief systems for more modern and 

eclectic practices. People are free to choose their life-path from a “free spiritual market.” 

Everyone is free to explore their options and adopt a mix-n-match kind of a world-view. Some of 

them might choose to explore the essence of a particular religion, while others might leave out 

the religious aspect totally. Some might even explore the darker paths i.e., Satanism. Whatever 

we decide to do, we are free to explore and follow the path that makes us happy- the path that 

leads us to our personal growth. By being picky and choosy, we are destroying the dogmas 

associated with spirituality. Besides this personalized things are always better.

 So, while at the core of spiritual individualism is the individual alone, compassion and 

love aren't concepts foreign to this particular movement. The only difference is that instead of 

being completely altruistic, one focuses on their own needs before those of the others'. Basically, 

if you are happy, only then are you capable of making others happy.

          Bro. Kishore Meravi
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WHO IS THE GREATEST?

· Not the one who accepts sorry is greater one rather the one who humbles himself to 
ask sorry will be greatest one.

· Not the path which leads you to good is greater one. Rather the good path in which 
you lead others is the greatest one.

· Not the one who wins is greater one. Rather the one who behind him to be a winner is 
the greatest one.

· Not the one who remember his gift of life on his/her Birthday greater one. Rather the 
one who remember and live every day on value of gift of life is the greatest one.

· Not the hand which wipes his/her own tear is greater one. Rather the hand which 
wipes the tears of other is the greatest one.

· Not the one who does all well for his fame is greater one. Rather the 
one who does good things for the real love is the greatest one.

· Not the one who takes the appreciation as his inspirations is greater 
one rather the one who takes his criticism as his inspiration is the 
greatest one.

SUFFERING IS BOON

Most of the people in the world including I am scared to face the challenges, problems and 
sufferings. The perfect and infinite being is great for instance our Good Shepherd  Jesus 
Christ who faced trials and tribulations but at the end he succeeded his passion through his 
Resurrection. This is where we all need to believe in Him and follow His footsteps. 
Consecrated and lay persons are so much worried to face trials among the peoples in the 
society as we see every day that people ran away from one's life by taking different paths. 
Lord Jesus suffered and brought good news to all that your sufferings will turn into Joy. 
Likewise let us be bold and pray to the harvest to send us blessings so that we may not run 
away from problems or sufferings instead show the people that we are redeemed by Jesus 
Christ.  May the Good Lord be with us as we take up new responsibilities in the institutions 
may lead us to correct path to guide our brothers and sisters by showing love and 
compassion so that when sufferings come our way it will turn into joy. Thus sufferings 
becomes blessings of you believe in God and in you. Suffering is Boon. Suffering is Boon.

Pope Francis  message touched me. 

Christ is alive! He is our hope, and in a wonderful way he brings youth to our 
world, and everything he touches becomes young, new, full of life. The very 
first words, then, that I would like to say to every young Christian are these: 
Christ is alive and he wants you to be alive! He is in you, he is with you and he 
never abandons you. However far you may wander, he is always there, the 
Risen One. He calls you and he waits for you to return to him and start over 
again. When you feel you are growing old out of sorrow, resentment or fear, 
doubt or failure, he will always be there to restore your strength and your 
hope. Thank you all.

Bro.Anthony Reddy. Sg

Bro.Pramod
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MONTFORT ARULUDHAYAM (PRE-NOVITIATE)

Having gone through Pre-Novitiate life, it give me great pleasure to share my experience on my 
life in Montfort Aruludhayam. Not actually it is my home, but where I found fount of love and joy 
flows through each candidate and Brother. We are 29 Pre-Novices , among them we are six from 
Hyderabad Province. We guided by three Brothers. It is helping us to grow spiritually and 
mentally and also discover our talents.

thFrom 13  March we had class on Psycho-Spiritual Integration by Bro Lambert. The class was 
excellent and we benefitted from it. The class enabled us to pray in a better manner.

rd
On 23  March we went on a picnic to Bhavani Sagar Dam and GunderiPallam Dam. We had a great 
time and enjoyed the trip.

th thFrom 25  to 27  March Bro Paul Raj took class on community life, He taught us how to live the 
community life. He reflected with us on some of the important elements in community living. 
Through the class we came to know the advantages and challenges of community life.

thOn March 27  we had Farewell Day programme. Bro Paul Raj and Brothers from Montfort School 
community joined us. We put up a short cultural programme. The message was delivered by Bro 
Paul Raj and distributed the certificate for participating in Leadership Seminar. We thanked Bro 
Don Dominic, Bro Rakesh and Bro Royal Augustine and they also gave short message. The feeling 
of fraternal love that bound us together made us to feel sorry to part.

Here we all are happy, living as a one family in the presence of God
            James Pasala
              Pre-Novice
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ADVENTURER PERSONALITY

"I change  during the course of a day, I wake and I am one person and when I go to sleep I 

know for certain I am somebody else. "-Bob Dylan 

Adventurer personality are true artists, but not necessarily in the typical sense where they 

are out painting happy little trees.  

Adventurers enjoy upsetting traditional expectations with behaviour- chances are they 've 

expressed more than once the phrase "Don't box me in "  

Adventurers live in a colourful sensual world , inspired by connection with people and ideas.  

these personalities take joy in reinterpreting these connections reinventing and 

experimenting with both themselves and new perspectives no other type explorers  and 

experiments in this way more .This creates a sense of spontaneity, and making Adventurers 

seem  unpredictable , even to their close friends and loved ones.  

Adventurers live to find ways to push their passions. Riskier behaviour like gambling and 

extreme sports are more common with this personality type than with others. fortunately 

their atonement to the moment and their environment  allows them to do better than most , 

Adventurers also enjoy connecting with others and   have certain irresistible charm.

Adventurers always know just the compliments to soften a heart that's getting ready to call 

their risk irresponsible or rack less   . 

The  biggest challenges facing Adventure is planning for the future , find finding  

constructive  ideals to base their goals on and working out goals that create positive 

principles is no  small task. Adventurers don't plan their future in terms of assets and 

retirement. rather they plan actions and behaviour as contribution to a sense of identity, 

building a portfolio of experiences not stocks..

Developing and maintaining a new habit may not come naturally , 

but taking the time each day to understand their motivations allows 

Adventures to use their strengths to pursue whatever they've come to 

love....  
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THE STORY OF MY LIFE

One day a young boy asked his father what was the value of his life. Instead of answering, the 
father told his son to take that rock and go sell it in the  market. If anybody asked the price 
raise two fingers and don't say anything. The boy then went to the market and a woman 
asked him how much is this rock? I want to put it in my garden the boy didn't say anything 
and raised up two fingers ... and the woman said: Two dollars? I'll take it! And the boy went 
home and told his father: a woman wants to buy this rock for two dollars! The father then 
said: son, Want you to take this rock to a museum if anybody wants to buy it; don't say word 
and just put up to fingers. The boy then went to museum and a man wanted to buy the rock. 
The  boy didn't say word and put up two fingers and the man said:200 dollars? I'll take it! The 
boy was shocked and went running home... Father, a man wants to buy this rock for 200 
dollars his father then said: son, the last place I want you to take this rock is to a precious stone 
store..."show it to the owner and don't say a word and if he asks the price just put up two 
fingers the son then went to a precious stone store. He showed the rock to the owner, “where 
did you find this stone? "It is one of the rarest stones of the world... I must have it. " How much 
would you sell it for?"The boy put up two fingers... and the man said: I'll take it for 200 000 
dollars! "His father then said: “son, do you know the value of your life now?”

You see. It doesn't matter where you come from or where you were born. The colour of your 
skin. How much money you were born into. It matters where you decide to place yourself the 
people you surround yourself with and how much you choose to carry yourself. You may 
have lived your whole life thinking you were a two dollar stone. You may have lived your 
whole life surrounded by people that saw your worth only for two 
dollars. But everybody has a diamond inside them and we can choose to 
surround ourselves with people that see our value and see our diamond 
inside of us. We can choose to put ourselves in a market or put ourselves 
in a precious stone store! and you can also choose to see the value in 
other people you can help other people see the diamond inside of them 
choose the people you surround yourself with wisely that can make all 
the difference in your life.(Taken from Dare to Do)

BRO.M.PRANAY
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The Management and Staff of Montfort Schools,  Ballarsha and Nagpur are proud of 

our old student Karthikeya Gupta for being the National Topper in JEE 2019

Congratulated by Chief Minister of 

Maharashtra, Devendra Fadnavis.
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